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Questions 

1. “Balance.” Science-informed policy advocates often complain that the news reporting 
norm of “balanced coverage” overstates the strength of scientifically unsupportable positions 
(e.g., climate change skepticism). What is the norm on “balanced coverage”? What value is 
served by the norm? Is the charge a reasonable one?   

2. Civic function. What contribution does science journalism make to informed 
democratic deliberations over science-informed policy debates? What contribution should it 
make? Is it consistent with that role for journalists to advocate particular positions? 

3. Audience. Generally, who consumes science journalism? What do consumers value in 
it? Are there identifiable subgroups of consumers, and if so, what distinguishes them? Are there 
interests served by distinct elements of the science journalism community? Do you think there is 
any potential subgroup of consumers that isn’t being adequately served? 

4. Evidence-based science journalism.  Science journalists’ craft norms rest on empirical 
assumptions about the aims of science journalism, about its consumers’ interests, and about how 
to effectively attain the former and satisfy the latter. Are you satisfied that those assumptions are 
all well founded? Do science journalists themselves all agree on them? Do they discuss them 
amongst themselves and compare their experiences? Are you satisfied with the amount and 
quality of evidence that would help to evaluate those assumptions? With the institutions that 
collect it and the methods they use? Do you think it would be of value to journalists to participate 
(or increase their participation) in collecting evidence that bears on these assumptions? 
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